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Executive Summary
Headlines about cyber warfare often focus on doomsday scenarios, with depictions of
nation-states using “cyber bombs” to remotely dismantle electric grids and other critical
infrastructure. Yet recent events—including Russia’s use of cyber operations for information
warfare and propaganda—suggest that policymakers and military leaders need to broaden
their assumptions about how state and non-state actors are likely to use such operations in
future crises and conflicts.
To investigate the role of cyber operations in diverse crisis scenarios, we developed two
distinct wargames—an innovative methodology for investigating competition among
diverse actors—to determine likely strategic preferences. In the Island Impact game, players
represented either the U.S. or China in a simulated crisis in the South China Sea. In Netwar,
players took on the role of either a national government or one of three opposition groups (a
violent non-state actor, major international firm, or cyber activist network) in the context of
an escalating conflict. We first ran these games with university students and national security
professionals to examine how the participants approached incorporating cyber capabilities
with more conventional tools of statecraft. We then constructed a survey experiment involving
more than 3,000 internet users to identify which of the strategies identified in the wargame
they preferred.
The wargames and survey experiments both showed that cyber capabilities instead produce a
moderating influence on coercive exchanges and crisis escalation. Cyber-based instruments of
power appear to offer states a means of managing escalation ‘in the shadows’. Cyber conflict
appears in these simulations to resemble covert action and looks more like the ‘political
warfare’ of the Cold War than it does a military revolution. Our work suggests that leaders
should think about cyber exchanges in crisis settings more as political warfare and subterfuge
than as traditional warfighting.
Among our other key findings:
•

Cyber exchanges will not necessarily be escalatory: Particularly in state-to-state crises,
participants were restrained in their use of cyber tools, suggesting that cyber capabilities
may not necessarily be a preferred choice for provocative escalations.
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•

Cyber deterrence may be overhyped: In the context of cyberspace, the logic of coercion—the use of threats and limited action to alter behavior1—is less about deterrence (i.e.
the threat of force) than about signaling resolve and undermining adversaries from within.

•

Power disparities had limited influence on decision-making: Even players who were
more powerful than their opponents used restraint, suggesting that cyber operations may
in fact help stabilize strategic interactions between rivals.

•

Regime type informs cyber strategy preferences: Actors took a more defensive posture
when the polity they were contesting was a democracy, as opposed to an autocracy.

•

Cyber strategy is “issue-agnostic”: The nature of the conflict has little impact on the use
of cyber capabilities, as different issues driving conflict—i.e., ideology or ethnic minority
rights—did not produce observable differences in cyber strategy preferences.

This report, sponsored by the UC Berkeley Center for Long-Term Cybersecurity, further details
our research and findings, and provides an overview of the implications for policymakers and
military leaders as they make decisions about cybersecurity and anticipate how rivals will use
cyberspace in future crises.
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Background
The connectivity of the modern world places a premium on conducting coercive diplomacy
in the shadows. States like Russia have demonstrated what the New York Times has called a
“new form of political sabotage,” combining cyber power and propaganda to attack electoral
institutions and undermine faith in the democratic process.2 Through election tampering and
fake news disseminated across multimedia in Ukraine, the United States, and France, Moscow
demonstrated how cyber operations can enable covert coercive campaigns that have a significant impact, but fall short of war.3 Other nations have also used cyber operations for coercive
purposes, including creating rifts among autocratic allies (see sidebar below).
State actors are not alone in employing digital resources to coerce adversaries. Non-state
actors like Daesh/the Islamic State have launched website defacements and used social
media sites to conduct activities ranging from recruitment to collecting information on
military personnel for retaliatory strikes against their families. In Spring 2015, Daesh hacked
Facebook accounts and released the names of 100 military families in an effort to inspire
lone-wolf attacks inside the United States.4 Non-state groups have also challenged each other
in the digital domain, in some cases creating multi-party rivalries, such as disputes between
Anonymous and Daesh,5 and Anonymous and the Zetas Drug Cartel in Mexico.6 Meanwhile, a
growing number of governments today employ online tools to control their populations.7

The Case of Qatar: Cyber as Coercive Instrument
In June 2017, the United Arab Emirates reportedly triggered a diplomatic crisis in the Persian 5Gulf by taking
control of a Qatari website. After hacking the website’s online news feed, the group planted false information
showing the Emir praising Iran and calling for good relations with Israel while (contradictorily) backing Hamas
and the Muslim Brotherhood.8 The intrusion was followed by a massive distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attack on Al-Jazeera, the Qatari-owned media outlet.9 The news agencies in multiple Gulf States ran with the
false story, leading to a diplomatic and economic blockade of Qatar by the UAE as well as by Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, Egypt, and Jordan.
In effect, the perpetrators of this campaign conducted a classic psychological warfare operation that undermined and isolated Qatar. Such incidents demonstrate how states are using cyber tools to mix the old with the
new, as emerging cyber operations combine espionage, propaganda, economic warfare, and sabotage in an
effort to signal resolve and shape adversary foreign policy.10
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The Role of
Cyber Operations in Conflict
The issue of how state and non-state actors use cyber operations alongside other coercive
instruments has raised important questions about strategic preferences in future crises and
conflicts. What role will cyber operations play in the major conflicts of the future? And what
types of strategies guide how actors view the use of cyber operations in international crises
and internal disputes?
These are important questions lacking a scholarly or policy consensus. Part of the problem is
that the underlying technology is novel, constantly evolving, and secretive, all of which makes
it difficult to study. In many cases, scholars have resorted to using concepts from previous
eras, such as strategic nuclear deterrence, and applying them to cyber operations, though this
approach has significant limitations.11 Cyberattacks are considerably different from traditional
‘kinetic’ warfare: they do not involve direct force, do not (yet) destroy in the conventional
sense of the word, and are difficult to attribute to specific actors.12
Adding to the confusion, technology-savvy programmers and engineers often understand the
science but not the politics, while policymakers understand the politics but not the science.
These challenges make it difficult to identify qualified experts or adequately train security
specialists; they also have led to the development of poor cybersecurity products and inhibited
the creation of clear political and military doctrines regarding cyber warfare.13
In most cases, questions about new doctrines and technologies can be resolved through trial
and error in the real world. This is especially true in the domain of private-sector cybersecurity;
companies continually invest and adapt to stave off threats or, if exploited due to a previously
unknown vulnerability, rapidly reverse-engineer the attacking code and create a defense. This
method allows security doctrines and technologies to adjust and adapt quickly and consistently.
Yet in the realm of interstate politics—especially at the level of grand strategy—such a solution
is inadequate. States may have the luxury of adjusting and adapting to cyber espionage and
one-off events, but such an approach does not sufficiently prepare policymakers for the
potential role that cyber events might play in a fully coordinated military campaign. Largescale political/military events—such as a great power crisis or war—would involve a range
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of dynamic, largely unpredictable factors. Knowing how states and other political actors will
employ cyber capabilities in crises and conflicts is difficult because we simply do not have
enough ‘cases’ of such events taking place. In the absence of this data, it is extremely difficult to
predict what is likely to occur.

Analytic Wargames as a
Methodology
Analytic wargames represent a proven approach for assessing the potential outcomes of
uncertain future events like cyber war. Wargames deal with choice in the face of incomplete
information, and represent a sophisticated method for unpacking, understanding, and
preparing for potentially significant multi-factor (but low-frequency) phenomena.
In developing analytic wargames, designers create competitive environments scripted around
one or more specific scenarios. Players use resources at their disposal to meet their objectives
and earn points based on their choices; referees help structure and guide the play in particular
ways; and analysts make sense of the resulting data. Games are typically designed to allow
players to creatively choose (within limits) what they can do.14 By observing these games,
recording their results, repeating play, and redesigning scenarios, analysts can use games to
understand the nature of the complex and highly contingent problems the scenarios represent.
Analytic wargames are designed to be flexible and allow creativity in ways that computer simulations cannot; they allow observers to uncover strategies that might be otherwise unknowable. Players engaged in a game are not seeking to discover some analytic truth; rather they
seek what will make them successful and enable them to win.15 The players’ process of seeking
success leads them to use and combine resources in unexpected ways or adopt novel strategies (with referees determining whether or not such options are possible). This allows observers and researchers to gain greater analytic purchase on how actors might behave. By virtue
of their interactive nature, wargames can generate new insights and lines of inquiry, and can
help planners investigate the likely effects of changes in military doctrine or technology before
making expensive investments.
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Using Wargames to
Assess the Role of Cyber
Operations in Crisis
Given the covert character of contemporary cyber operations, wargames are particularly well
suited for assessing the role of cyber operations in conflict. Our research applied the wargames
methodology to reveal likely strategic preferences for the use of cyber capabilities where such
capabilities are one tool in a broader coercive arsenal (e.g., economic sanctions, diplomatic
threats, military mobilization and limited strikes, etc.).

History of Wargames
Gaming as a mechanism for projecting

War College in Rhode Island. Since then,

and balanced. Examples include common

future outcomes has a long history,

wargaming has expanded into many

strategy games such as Diplomacy or

especially in military spheres. Analytic

elements of the Department of Defense,

Axis and Allies. Analytic wargames (such

wargaming has its origins in 18th-century

academia, and the government.18

as those detailed in this report) are

Germany with the development of “mili-

distinct in that the purpose of play is not

tary chess,” an expanded chess game that

Wargames typically come in three gen-

to improve player ability or generate an

took place on a board with 1,666 squares,

eral types: simulations, entertainment, or

enjoyable experience, but to help further

designed with the military in mind.16 By

analytic. Simulation wargames are usually

the understanding of a phenomenon by

the 19th century, the Prussian (and later,

designed with the goal of testing and

observers and analysts, and to generate

German) General Staff had incorporated

improving player skill in order to prepare

data that can be subsequently analyzed

Kriegsspiel (literally, “war-play”) into their

them for similar real-life situations.

to improve and refine future planning.

training and planning exercises.17

Games are precisely modeled with clear

The national security community tradi-

rules and built-in constraints. Simulation

tionally uses these games to test major

By the late 1800s, other armed forces

games are often used by the military to

operations, identify capabilities require-

recognized the value of wargaming, most

educate officers. By contrast, entertain-

ments, and analyze readiness levels and

notably the U.S. Navy, which made it

ment wargames are designed to be fun

force posture.

an integral part of training at the Naval

and put an emphasis on being “winnable”

19
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We employed a two-level experimental design. In the first phase,
we developed a series of analytical simulations pitting participants
in two distinct crisis contexts: 1) a dispute between rival great powers, called Island Intercept, and 2) an intrastate conflict between a
government and domestic opposition, called Netwar. Both games
allowed players to combine cyber effects with traditional forms of
coercion in the security, political, and economic domains.
20

The Scenario
Players in Island Intercept were
presented with the following scenario:
Sixteen hours ago, the Tuo-River, a
technologically advanced Taiwanese
cruiser, was intercepted by a Chinese
destroyer three miles off the coast
of Uotsuri-shima, the largest of the

Phase I: The Games

disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu/Tiaoyutai
Islands. Such interceptions are not uncommon and have usually ended without incident. This time, the situation

ISLAND INTERCEPT

has played out differently. Shortly after
being hailed by the Chinese destroyer,

Island Intercept simulates a military crisis in the South China Sea,
with two players representing either the United States or China.
Both players are tasked with resolving a crisis regarding the Chinese
capture of a Taiwanese ship in disputed waters.

the Tuo-River lost control of a number
of its navigation, propulsion, radar, and
sonar systems, rendering it immobile
and defenseless. The Chinese destroyer drew up alongside the cruiser and
demanded that it allow a boarding par-

How Island Intercept is Played
At the start of the game, a player is given a range of action cards,
which fall into three categories:
•

•

•

Cyber Actions generally allow players to snoop on their
opponents, and subtly degrade their capabilities. Although
the likelihood of success varies, these actions are frequently
cheap and deniable.
Military Actions are the most decisive types of actions with
the biggest results; they are usually more expensive and politically restricted. Activity in this realm may negatively affect
the political profile of a player’s state, even if it does deliver
results on the ground.
Political Actions are taken to exert influence on other
players or events. Players who ignore their leadership, regional allies, and world opinion will soon find their activity much
more constrained than their opponent’s.

9

ty on board in order to pilot the ship
into international waters. The Taiwanese skipper refused the order.
In the short time since this event
occurred, the situation has escalated.
Officially, Taiwan has demanded that
China immediately move its forces
away from the Tuo-River and allow
a Taiwanese ship to tug the disabled
cruiser to a safe harbor. Taiwanese
officials have also declared that
they hold Chinese “electronic and
cyber weapons” responsible for the
Tuo-River’s technical problems and
(Continued on following page)
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(Continued from previous page)

demand an apology. Despite
the official bluster, public opinion in Taiwan appears deeply
divided, as commentators
oscillate between demanding
an armed response to China,
or a complete acceptance of
Chinese terms. It is uncertain
to which of these constituents
the Taiwanese government will
respond.
China has claimed that it
has nothing to do with the
Tuo-River’s immobilization, but
nonetheless claims the right to
board and tow the ship in order
to “ensure safety in Chinese
waters.” This is seen by many as

Players of Island Intercept were provided
with cards to explain the full range of choices
they could make.

an excuse and that, if they tug
the ship to one of their ports,
Chinese personnel there will
analyze the Tuo-River’s secret
weapon-systems.
While both the regional and
international community are
deeply uneasy with how events
have played out, most have
avoided any public statements,
although the UN Secretary
General has requested an
emergency session. Only the
United States has declared Chi-

A given action may require certain resources. For example, a
player might not be able to make a move without a sufficient
“political permission level” (PPL) or “proximity”. Some cyber
actions require network access, meaning the player must have
previously gained access (through hacking or otherwise) to an
opponent’s cyber, political, or military network. There is also no
guarantee that an action will succeed, thus every action has a
“likelihood of success measure” (LSM) associated with it.

na’s actions as “unambiguously
aggressive” and has redirected
a carrier fleet and other military forces to the area.

All actions also have a “detection level”: whenever a player’s
action succeeds, it is possible his/her opponent will receive intel
about the event. Some actions are detected immediately (such
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as publicly debating in the United Nations
or launching an attack), whereas others are
more hidden (e.g., negotiating with allies, or
cyberattacks).
Each side also receives a map that shows
the region under dispute, the disposition of
its assets in the region, and potential locations of opponent assets based on current
intel. The map depicts three different types
of area on the map: land, coast, and sea.
Some military actions are limited to certain
geographies. Cyber and political actions do
not have any geographic restrictions.

The Controller map gives a high-level view of the game board;
the information provided is limited based on each player’s role.

Determining Outcomes
On each turn, a player attempts some (or no) actions, by outlining them on an order sheet that
is passed to the controller (umpire). Between turns, the controller determines whether the
player’s (and his/her opponent’s) decisions succeeded or failed by rolling a dice. After resolving
the actions, the controller sends players a report with updates and the next turn begins. Each
turn represents one week, and the game ends after three turns.

Results
In the course of eight games, both sides (U.S. and China) were less aggressive than expected,
including in their use of offensive cyber operations. For example, Chinese players frequently
pursued a “wait and see” approach, combining cyber espionage in an effort to determine U.S.
intent while increasing more traditional intelligence activities, including military patrols and use
of satellites and aerial reconnaissance. Other players chose to pursue a political path, lobbying
at the international and regional levels. For example, a Chinese player initiated action at the
United Nations and through regional forums, while assuming a defensive military posture and
increasing their defensive cyber operations.
Notably, U.S. forces adopted a similar posture. Players tended to take diplomatic actions while
positioning their military forces and seeking to gain advantage through cyber defense and
espionage. Few players used paralyzing first strikes against mainland networks.
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NETWAR

Players in Netwar were presented with
the following scenario:
20XX. A global recession and political
uncertainty lead to a new era of isolation, leaving regional powers to pursue their own agendas, often through
coercive diplomacy and political,
information, and irregular warfare.
A middle-income country struggles
against corruption, low tax receipts,
and protests to battle a violent
extremist organization (VEO) linked
to the paramilitary wing of a transnational criminal group operating a safe
haven along the state’s mountainous
border. Weyland-Yutani Corporation,
a multinational firm, is active in the
country’s mountainous border, developing the world’s largest lithium mine.
A transnational social movement of
hackers and activists seeks to check
the human rights abuses by the state
and VEO as well as the predatory business practices of the Weyland-Yutani
Corporation.
Each of these actors has a unique
objective: the government wants to
maintain its sovereignty; the VEO

Netwar is a four-player game that simulates the strategic interactions among a government, a violent non-state actor, a major
international firm, and a cyber activist network, as each competes
for domain advantage in three areas: the security sector, political
and economic influence, and cyberspace. The player that has the
advantage in the most domains at the end of the fourth turn is
the winner.
Netwar has roots in Chaturaji, an ancient Indian form of chess
involving four players. The game seeks to model the complex
interactions that take place as governments confront violent
groups—from Daesh/the Islamic State to transnational criminal
groups—while also dealing with major international firms, such as
Alphabet or ExxonMobil, and transnational advocacy networks like
Anonymous, who use cyber tools as a means of coercing state and
non-state actors. By using multiple, competing parties, the game
seeks to model coordination challenges and diverging interests
among various stakeholders in the digital space.
Players are randomly assigned to a team and assume a role. The
government player represents a middle-income country currently
trying to suppress a violent extremist organizations (VEO) operating along its border. The violent non-state player represents a
transnational criminal network whose members are also linked to
a violent transnational social movement. The business player represents a Fortune 500 multinational firm seeking to access mineral resources in the country. Last, the activist player represents a
transnational advocacy network (e.g., Anonymous).

group wants to maintain its safe
haven; the multinational firm wants

How Netwar is Played

unfettered access to lithium; and the

The purpose of this game is to gather and analyze player decisions
made during the course of a simulated multi-party competition.
Each round represents three months; a game represents a year.

activist network wants to speak truth
to power.
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Each player has different resources from different sources. The government player relies on
taxes. The VEO player has illicit activities and sympathizers (i.e., active and passive support).
The business player—a Fortune 500 multinational firm—earns resources from revenue and
controlling the board of directors and key appointments. The activist player, a transnational
advocacy network, receives resources from active and passive support.
Players have access to different sets of actions. Only select actors can engage in physical attacks. All other players focus on defensive actions and competition in the political and economic domain and in cyberspace. In the political and economic influence domain, all four players
compete to mobilize support for their cause and undermine their opponents through a mix of
lawfare, sanctions, illicit networks, social media, diplomacy, and traditional propaganda. In the
cyber domain, all four players can conduct offense, defense, and espionage in an effort to gain
a position of relative advantage.
As with Island Intercept, the controller in Netwar collects movement sheets, calculates results,
and communicates findings back to the players between turns. A player can only capture a
domain through offensive action. To determine who wins a domain in a given round, the controller counts offensive and defensive points based on each player’s moves. At the end of four
rounds, the player who has made the most progress in the most domains wins.

Results
During the games, the state and violent non-state actor predominantly focused on progress
in the security domain, conducting activities ranging from high-value individual targeting (i.e.,
drone strikes, raids) to terrorist attacks and seizing strategic villages. These actors often invested more in traditional security instruments of power rather than in cyber capabilities. Faced
with violent threats and limited resources, they opted for brute force, as opposed to cyber
coercion.
In contrast, the international firm and transnational advocacy network engaged in competitive
strategy. They avoided security-sector competition, as they had little to no advantage in that
space. The business players used a combination of legal action and lobbying—traditional forms
of influence—and relied on cyber actions more to defend their networks. The transnational
advocacy group, given the lowest resource base, focused predominantly on cyber capabilities,
often seeking to exploit hidden information in adversary networks and using embarrassment to
gain influence.
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In the course of the game, players often followed a logic similar to that of Wikileaks, using
the activist network to relay secrets about their enemies by “naming and shaming” or
using outright distortion and propaganda campaigns. Cyber capabilities were a means of
undermining adversary image and reputation, not a tool for launching attacks against critical
infrastructure.

Phase II: From Wargames to
Strategic Preferences
Once the sequences of both games were run, we analyzed the cyber strategies that the players
employed, using the principles of war from U.S. joint doctrine,21 as well as strategies from other
spheres of competitive activity, including: security, political, economic, and cyber/information.
Three primary strategic preferences for the use of cyber capabilities emerged:
•
•

•

Mass and objective: Use an escalatory cyber offensive to create a fait accompli. Strike
first using the ambiguity of cyberspace to undermine your rival.
Maneuver and surprise: Cross-domain escalation and brinksmanship. Escalate in another
domain (military show of force, economic sanction threat, diplomatic threat) to pressure
your rival to sue for peace but wait to act in the cyber domain.
Economy of force and security: Test your opponent and limit escalation. Probe your adversary
with low-level cyber intrusions to signal resolve, but only retaliate at a higher level in cyberspace
or in another domain if they strike first (tit-for-tat). Harden your networks (cyber defense).

Using these principles, we developed a survey experiment—a survey-based research method
for identifying preferences around decision-making—to determine how larger numbers of
participants would respond to the strategic preferences identified in the wargames.
We asked survey respondents to consider scenarios about crises similar to those depicted
in Island Intercept and Netwar. We asked respondents to select the optimal strategy for each
phase of the game. We varied the type of crisis (e.g., rival states, internal unrest), the actor
(e.g., state, non-state), and control variables (e.g., relative power, issue salience, regime type,
dispute type).
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Phase III: Analyzing the
Strategic Preferences
ISLAND INTERCEPT
We used Mechanical Turk to survey 1600 people about their preferred strategy in an emerging
state-to-state crisis that involved cyber operations. The survey respondents were asked to
assume the role of a great power. The experiment used four variations of the question to
assess how behavior may vary based upon different levels of relative power (more or less than
a rival) and issue salience (high or peripheral to your population).

State-to-State “Emerging Conflict”
In the first experiment, roughly 800 online survey respondents were presented with a variation
on the following statement, with relative power and issue salience variables indicated in brackets:
You are a great power (i.e., United States, China, Russia) engaged in a dispute with a rival great
power. The issue involved is of [high or peripheral] interest to your population. You have
[more or less] power than your rival and a history of militarized disputes that involve threats
and displays of force short of war. Select the best strategy below:
•
•

•

Mass and objective: Use an escalatory cyber offensive to create a fait accompli. Strike
first using the ambiguity of cyberspace to undermine your rival.
Maneuver and surprise: Cross-domain escalation and brinksmanship. Escalate in another
domain (military show of force, economic sanction threat, diplomatic threat) to pressure
your rival to sue for peace, but wait to act in the cyber domain.
Economy of force and security: Test your opponent and limit escalation. Probe your adversary
with low-level cyber intrusions to signal resolve, but only retaliate at a higher level in cyberspace
or in another domain if they strike first (tit-for-tat). Harden your networks (cyber defense).

During this dispute, actors disproportionately preferred an economy of force and security
strategy: 52.3% of the 800 responses indicated a preference for this strategy. Neither relative
power nor issue salience significantly affected cyber strategy preferences. Regardless of their
position and the issue, states preferred to take a cautious approach to using cyber operations
to alter rival behavior in a crisis.
15
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State-to-State “Escalating Crisis”
In the second experiment, 800 survey respondents were asked about their preferred strategic
response to an escalating crisis between state rivals; scenarios again included varying relative
power levels and issue salience. Similar to the first experiment, economy of force and security
still proved to be the dominant preference. Unlike the first round, relative power concerns
did shape strategic preferences, but it was a weak relationship.22 If an actor assessed a state
as having more power, it increased the frequency of offensive responses (especially mass and
objective) and lowered the number of economy of force and security preferences.

Key Findings from Island Intercept
The findings from this sequence of survey experiments are twofold. First, unlike in conflicts
among state and non-state actors (i.e., the Netwar experiments), states are more likely to
have a preference for exercising restraint and testing the resolve of rivals through limited
cyber intrusions. Second, if a state determines that its opponent has stronger capabilities, this
increases the likelihood that the state will escalate, but only in the cyber, as opposed to military,
domain. This suggests that states may find mutual destruction to be so costly that no state
believes its opponent will resort to it. In this way, the use of cyber operations in an escalating
dispute may actually help stabilize strategic interactions between rivals.

NETWAR
In the surveys linked to Netwar, we evaluated the strategic preferences of domestic opposition groups engaged in an intrastate conflict. Different versions of the Netwar scenario were
presented to players, based on whether they were state- or non-state actors, and based on
different regime types (i.e., democratic, autocratic) and dispute types (i.e., ideological/religious,
ethnic minority rights).
In the first survey experiment, non-state actors were presented with one of four statements,
with variations as indicated by brackets:
You are an armed non-state actor engaged in a dispute with a [democratic or autocratic]
government over [ethnic minority rights or ideological issues, to include religious preferences].
The issue involved is of high interest to your constituents. You have enough power to hold
terrain and challenge the government through protests, terrorism, and guerrilla attacks against
government forces. Select the best strategy below:
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Mass and objective: Use an escalatory cyber offensive to create a fait accompli. Strike
first using the ambiguity of cyberspace to undermine your rival.
Maneuver and surprise: Cross-domain escalation and brinksmanship. Escalate in another
domain (military show of force, economic sanction threat, diplomatic threat) to pressure
your rival to sue for peace but wait to act in the cyber domain.
Economy of force and security: Test your opponent and limit escalation. Probe your adversary
with low-level cyber intrusions to signal resolve, but only retaliate at a higher level in cyberspace
or in another domain if they strike first (tit-for-tat). Harden your networks (cyber defense).

State actors were presented with similar statements, enabling them to pick one of the three
strategies in response to a dispute with the non-state actor.
Unlike in the rival state experiments, strategic preferences in the state vs. non-state conflict
surveys were more evenly distributed. Economy of force and security remained the preferred
strategy, but only slightly, with 38.2 percent of respondents selecting this choice, compared to
mass and objective (28%) and maneuver and surprise (33.7%). Controlling for regime type, both
state and non-state actors took a more defensive posture when the polity was a democracy; if
a regime was a democracy, the opposition was 16.9% more likely to take a defensive posture.23
The type of issue driving the conflict (i.e., ideology or ethnic minority rights) did not produce
observable differences in cyber strategy preferences.
In the second experiment linked to Netwar, the investigators evaluated the strategic
preferences of state actors engaged in an intrastate conflict. Again, the results were more
evenly distributed (mass and objective: 26.8%, maneuver and surprise: 30%, economy of force
and security: 43.4%), and democratic regime types led to more defensive postures.24

Key Findings from Netwar
In all, this sequence yielded two important findings. First, states were roughly as likely to
choose between the three strategies when in conflict with one another. This suggests that
cyber warfare will complement, rather than replace existing strategy. Actors integrate cyber
capabilities alongside more traditional approaches to shaping adversary behavior.
Second, democracies and non-state actors operating in democracies are likely to adopt
defensive postures when engaging in cyber conflict. This is surprising because, while we might
expect democracies to act with restraint, literature on terrorism suggests that non-state actors
are more likely to be aggressive when operating in democracies.25
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Implications for Policymakers
and Military Leaders
Our wargame simulations suggest that cyber operations represent a 21st-century form of
political warfare and covert action more than they do a military revolution. They convert
the connectivity of the digital world into coercive leverage between political rivals. Cyber
operations are not the domain of war or strategic escalation, but a competitive space in the
shadows that political rivals use to achieve a position of relative advantage.
Additional findings that are most relevant to policymakers and military leaders:
•

•

•

•

Cyber operations do not replace strategy. The inclusion of cyber operations alongside
traditional instruments of statecraft and contentious politics is evolutionary, as opposed to
revolutionary.
Fears of large-scale cyber operations may be overblown: Many of the key influencers in the conversation around cyber operations promote a sense of alarm, yet our research
suggests that the threat inflation is not necessarily warranted. Further research may be
merited to determine whether institutions are investing too much in cyber deterrence
and may want to shift the investment to other related priority areas, such as defense and
authentication.
Cyber operations are a “use it and lose it” attack mode: Actors may demonstrate
restraint in using large-scale cyberattacks in part because of the relatively high probability of losing the ability to use a weapon once it has already been deployed; opponents
(and others) can patch their networks once they identify a vulnerability. To employ cyber
operations means that the crisis has to be so important that the actor will accept the cost
of reducing, possibly to zero, the weapon’s usefulness for the future. Cyber capabilities are
also unique in that the vulnerabilities that make them effective (e.g., “zero-day vulnerabilities”) do not appear with a predictable schedule or have clear effects prior to use.
Autocratic regimes are more likely than democracies to be the site of future cyber disputes. The findings from our research indicate that the participation of an autocratic state makes the use of aggressive cyber operations more likely. This applied both in
state-vs.-state and state-vs.-non-state contexts.
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The Controller map gives a high-level view of the game board; the information provided is limited based on each player’s role.

Finally, our investigation demonstrated that wargaming can help isolate frequently recurring
postures and preferences in conflict situations—and can be a useful methodology for
exposing likely preferences in cyber operations. In the future, we aim to continue testing major
propositions linked to the cyber coercion literature about how cyber operations are becoming
important tools for escalation management between rival states seeking to avoid deadly
conflict.26
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